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Recntly'professors,of policical science have begunt6 turn
th

. ,

eir attentionto.the techniques and methods of teaching Students:
/ 4about'political events, as well as tbe,researching of political

behavior. The .political internship 'is One technique` that is .

being used. Motivated by student concerns of the late 1960's'and

.., the 119701s, departments of political science and goiternMent are
i utilizing-this "field experience"-technique more, and.more...
,

This paper is principally concerned with assisting interested
.

faculty members in designing, developing, and evaluating politidal"
internships so as to produce-the best learning experience possible.

.' The paper indicates issues and problems to be addressed as well
as the recommendations of the authors in dealing with these.conqerns.
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Introduction'

This paper and more generally this series of panels is-
. i

direpted'at the teaching of college students about Pflitics and

government. Until recently the techniques and methods of teaching.

about political events received little attention at most political

science conventions. The. result of this relative neglect is

a tremendous need to explore and further develop ways of communicat-

ing information about political activity to students.

Recently publications, panels, .faculty seminars and grants

have been more prevalentand the development of new, innovative

teaching, methods have been more fully explored., One.technique

that has.receivea much.attention is the political internship?

This paber addresses three issues related to the internship:

(1) what is a political infernshipi (2) what.role does:the intern-
,

.

ship play in a contemporary political science, curriculum; and (3)

what are -dome of the' iMportant questions thatshould be raised

in developing or evaluating internship, programs: -

II. The Political Science Internship PrograM

The internship concept i8 not new to academia. Professional

programs such as law schools, Medical schools, as well as advanced

business and public administration programs have used tI3e intern-

ship extensively for a long time:. (Cookingham: 1973). The

political science undergraduate internship prograM has been developed

more recently and largely because"of two stimuli. ACcording to

information- collected by the Center for' Public Sery/ife,Internship

ProgramS located in Washington, D.C. public serve internship

programs increased in number and magnitude duri,rig too distinct

periods: the late 1960's and, the early to the,' mid 1970's.

The late 1960's were marked by a high level of student con-

.cern for, the Workings of the (political) system. This heightened

concern had variously been attributed to, the,warin Viet Nam,

new social Programs involving previously apathetic minorities and

depriired, as Well' as the resulting (7/ social protest movements.

. /
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In turn, thiS renewed interest in the system by college youth

created-a demand on (and off) campuses to get more fully involved

in the system. Departments of political science and government

seemingly responded to this demand by instituting and/or enlarging

cooperative education or internship programs Allowing students

to receive credit for political experiences in the "real world."

The second stimulus for political science internship programs

seems to have been economic, rather than political, circumstances.

The early years of the 1970's hosted the initial awareness_ of

the overabundance of college trained students. An increasing

number of students were bding graduated for'a stagnating number

of "white collar," generalist postions.

Liberal arts programs (of which government or political

science is one) have, typically.steessed the broad, classical

education. To learn about ones environment, to understand it,

and to learn to communicate and interact within it were sufficient

"tools" for employment in a'"sellers"'job market. However, as larger

numbers of-college educated students appeared on the market,

the employer became'domiriant. The broadly educated, generalist

with the liberal arty background lost marketability to vocationally

1

trained students.

The Center of Public.Service Internship Programs substantiates

that this rising interest in job-related degrees (program's and

majors that teach one how to do something rather than how to

think about things) were and are much more popular than the classical

liberal arts programs. Today's students are seemingly much more

job- oriented than students five- or ten, years ago.

A'major outcome of this trend has been the "vocationalizing"

of liberal arts'programs. (A more complete discussion of this
A

process and its affects on the.liberal arts program are found in,

Stephenson and sexton: 1975) In political science courses such as

public administration, methodology, planning, etc. have sp'rung up

for the first time and are gaining new popularity where before they

could be barely justified to the administration.

00005 9
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Importantly, one of the most popular vocationalizing

tactics has been the political internship. This is a,program

developedeto expose the student to aftreal world" political

experience, 6: program that can assist the future graduate.in

developing contacts and references useful in the jab market.

From the student's point of view the program. demonstrates the

"practicability" of'a political Science program. From the depart-

ment's standpoint, it offers the potential r new credit,haurs.

These stimuli not only produced differen motivation for

the development of the internship they'also seemed to emphasize

the structuring of different types of internship positions.

While the "involvement in the system" 'movement emphasized campaign

work; the latest interest in internships seem heavily oriented

*a,

to administrative positions -- principally planning, administrative

assistance, research analysts, etc. This seems to be consistent

with our suspicion that the latter-movement has clearly emphasized

the job market over the?,learning about the system." Too,

while the initial movement Was somewhat consistent with the liberal

arts traditiOn, the more recent interest first.appears at odds

with. that tradition. 8

However, it is our general contention' that internship programs

have too often been structured as "job-training" exercises

and noi.often concerned with other features of a political science

program. Thetinternship can complement a liberal arts. pogram

if it is'carefully designed and monitored.

',III. The Internship in the Political Science Curriculum
-

In evaluating the functions of a politicaLcience'prograM,

we would suggest a. rouqh check list of four functionso First,

political science programs expose the Student to contemporary as

well as perennial political queStions and issues. Secondl:'a

political science program exposes the student to information, facts

about panties and go.venment. Thirdly, the prog6m offers the

student a chance to analyze political (more generally societal)

issues and Political.information--either empirically or normatively.'
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Finally, the Political science program dOes assist in preparing

the student for emPloyment. We would submit that political science

programs have always offered these services; however, the relative

)oriorty. Qf
,
egc/h as well as the means of offering these services

clearly have changed.

A carefully designed and adpinistered internship program can

47:

offer support to all of.these areas--not'just he,last. Admittedly

most internship programs have tended to emphasize the job training

dimensipn, but careful evaluation of established or new programs

can aid in expanding the worth of the political science internship

progr .

To illUstrate,we.would like to discuss our experiences in the

_coptektliif these four functions of political science programs noted

wove. .beginning,with what we perceive to be the most traditional

f functions, a discussioii and appreciation of contemporary and

rperennial political questions, we'see the internship program

/ assisting that function, in several ways.

First, many issues and concepts hare very abstract for ,

the 20 yegi- :old-student to'grasP and,the classroom format seems in-

adequate in 'dealing with certain issues. Take for example the

question of "plea bargaining" and its role in the justice system.,

Few of our "liberalized" students can embrace such a process.

Yet all of our interns that haye worked with district attorney

officies.aswell as one that worked in a parole office admitted the

importance as well as the necessity for such a practice in the

preSentiy constituted judical system. We would submit that such

anexposur could not have been accomplished in most other

formats;
.

Secondly; many of these perennial questions can take on new,

contemporary meaning by use of the internship technique. A care-

. fully supervised students can clearly-see the subtle pattles between

elected officials and administrators. Likewise,.the broader

qUetiohrelating to thethreat.technocracy i8 having on democratic .

.:prd.ncipleS can be made more vivid by witnessing the necessity and'

prominence of information possessed by the full time administrator

over the.part time city council.
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W.e are not sliodsting that ettie' internship. ,can illuminate
-all of the queStions of ;politics and government, fiat` we do suggest

that a darefully,orgaenized and adranistered program can sa-s-tistthe-----

department iri prov4ing this function...

The,seond function listed aboQe is that of supplying

information' about goverrmfent and politics to the student.. The

examples of this are too numerous to even list. But perhaps
.

one example might assist us in making the point. Teachers of

public administration haVe continually fought a battle,in the class-
,

room that We will call "exposupe." Few "typical"-students have-

.ever been exposed to,the administrative element of organizations.

While the battles within congress, the presidency, and political

parties capture the *interest of students, the workings of the
. administrativd branch of government are rarely, ohcentral, interest

to /Students. 'Conversely, the best public adMinistration students

seem to be the ones that have already served in the military or

morKed*several years before college. In short, most students have

no background information on administrative procedures. The

exposure that a student receives by taking an interhshipin an

agency has nearly always resulted in.a greater

appreciation of the public adminiStration course (that would nearly

always be required before the student could take the internship.)

The_ third function wee noted as central to a political science

°Aprogram is data analysis. ,Often we associate this function solely

with staistical analysis, or perhaps the writing .of a term paper.

On the other hand, most internships offer the student a chance

to do Oformation analysis and evaluation on actual ,agency problems.

Tin addition many times the consequences of the decisionthat"the

student has worked on can be witnessed, during the internship period.-r

Once again we would caution that the internship is not -a

substitute for a methods course or for term papers but it is :,

complementing.of these exercises. Indeed, before a placement is

made the departmental methods course and some levelpf written. and/

or oral communication-skills could be required. (Such requirements

are discussed in more detail below.)
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ironically-the final and-most accepted role of late

internship, jab training, may notlei" strofiget feature. To

be sure, the student -involves in an internship assignment*will

learn about the informal procedures and wayg of doing things that:

can not be taught in a classroom or addreSsed in a text. .But ,

few students (at least undellgraduates) will be qualified to step

into that agency or organization upon completing thijnternsbip.

In addition, the chance of an opening occuring even in large

agencies for' .which the student would be immediately qualified is

rare. The student will probably be exposed to a_ junior or senior

level.management position held by someone with schooling and

experience.

Never the less, the student's internship does potentially-,,

assist him (or her) in the jab market. _If he or she does well ',,

the intern has an invaluable reference --someone ,outside aca9emice that

can tell others how Well the intern worked in an actual job

situation. Secondly,,, the old bug=a-boo of experience required

is becoming more and more the rule even for low level administrative P

positions. The internship puts the student at least one-half 7,

step above the student without such an experience. Likewise

the student's 'experience may tell him if he or she wishes to u sue

such a vocation. Some interns (especially those interestediin,

the w) have found their exposure to the real world less than'

what

r!

hey'anticipated.
.

In any case,,the experience does add to.the student's

marketability as well as adding to- the student's educational
. .

background.. Importantly we have several times alluded to a.

"well organized and administered program." Too often. the internship'

is.not well conceived and administered; hence the value of the

experience deteroriates. It is to these questions of administration

and Organization-that we will now turn.

IV. Administration and Design of the Internship Program

In an effort to maximize the internship experience we

.would suggest several questions that should'be examined prior to'

and pr during the. development and operation of the program.
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Access: The ,issue of who should participate in '.the progrark,A

is certainly one of the more fundamental questions. .While the

overriding coincern must be the program's role in theidepartment

and 'the school's mission,,certain issues should.be ecplicitly

addressed. For example, should all departmental ma'brs and-

minors be required to take the program_or should th, program be .

elective? Should only majors be allowed into the g ogram? Should

the student be of upper division standing or cart-a/lower-division

student enter the program?

Although we have felt some pressure from administrators

and some students to open the progfam up, we have:Ifound that

especially the new program should consider a strategy.in Which the

program is semt-restrictive. By this me mean that good,departmental

students shoUld be encouraged into the program, while less talented

students should be pursued with caution.

Criteria fdr admission to the program could includesenior

standing, a minimum grade point average, as well as an appropriate

classroom background. For example, a'slUdent-ivi-shing to.intern_

with a_planning agency could be expected to have taken most of

the fon-owing courses: a methods course, urban politics, Planning,

cartography( and an economics course. To' be sure, these requirements

must be tempored with common sense, 'hut we have found them to

be rather good.preliminary screening techniques for (especially)

the first several groups of interns. In'addition these requirements

seem to add to the "experience." Those with a good background

-seer to get far more out of the internship than those without the

cla'ssroom preparation.

There are several reasons for -this "go slow 'approach."

Credibility of the program is certainly one. After the program

has been accepted by university'officials, agency officials must

be sold. Because many times these public officials are inexperienced

With vie internship or personally suspicious of a college student'

coming into and assisting them in their job, placements must be as

goodfas possible, studeht's Must be willing to work with these

suspiciqus and poorly trained agency and academic supervisors.

,In short, this shakedown period is very important for the future

-vdOelopment of the program. To restrict the participants to the
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better qualified student cadd to the success and-hence
credibility, of the program.

This strategy is. justified in two additional ways.' Program

inotariety will be Carried by these first inieerns. A successful

experience Will multiply the level of interest among all concerned.

In addition to student interest, agency interest will be expanded

by the postive experiences of otherg.

Once again we want to caution that the access question must

be one decided on after thorough discussion of the purpose of

the program to the individual department. Our experience has

been t at le restrictive appr ach deservescareful-cAsideration--

especi ly in the early stages of program development.

Credits and Grades: Arecond issue is the awarding of

credits and grades. Two 'theories exist regarding the amount of

credit that should be given for an internship experience.- Those

that argue that a substantial amount of credit .(as much as a full

time term load fora full time position) should be awarded sugget

that this is a means.to emphasize to the student the importance

of the position. They argue that a stutprit-receiltint;9-16-cred.

hours will be_more seriaus_and attentive in his or her potLtiop-.2

.There are those that argue the number of credits awarded should

be minimal, 3-6 credit hours. They tend to argue that evaluation

is diffiCult and rewards can be found in other ways.than credit--for

example, financial' awards for some and the "excitement" of working

on actual issues in a real-world context. No clear trend seems

discernable in our discussiOns with other program coordinators.

Of even more difficulty.is the grading of the experience.

Should the program be graded or not? If it is to be graded,how

should the grades be assighed? If it is not graded, how does one

insure a high level of interest and activity?

Once again our ideas have been influenced by our own .university's

ddcisions. We have a credit system of from 6-15.quar:ter credit

hourt that is graded. Credit assignment ±s based on the amount of

tiJie the student will spend in the position and the responsibilities

00011.
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of the position,. A minimum of six hours of credit is earned

for 10-t20 hours' of effort (a ratio' of approximatel,y, 1:3).

Student's working a fu 1 40 hour week will'receive from nine to

twelve credit hours b ed on the responsibility and sophisticatiOn

of the internship. (A student assisting a philosopher-king might

warrant fifteen quai-ter hours of credit.)

64 In ad441on, these experiences do receive grades. The grades

are ba0d on not fewer than two personal interviews, with both the

intern and his or her agency supervisor. Student$ producing

written reports are asked'to submit a copy to us. The studentois
,

'also evaluated by'means of a paper that addresses the interface

between the experience and the classroom work that relates to the,

experience.

Never the less, the grading aspect of the program doe's not

seem to us t6 be desirable. Interest seemsto be maintained

not by the grading, but rather by the expei-cence. In any cage,

the academic value of the experience cannot be determined without

-a very difficult and arbitrary evaluation/propedure.

A enc Interest and Coo aeration: The orkanizatibn that Will,
be oarefully sc eened for itsoffer the internship, p

interest and-ability to participate in the-interns

Pladements are developed inyhree ways: studenttdratiated,faculty

contact, or by means of an internship clearinghOuse agency.

. The student initiated method seems to be the least desirable.

We have found that this procedure is more often than not a'relative
.4

or friend offering a position to the student and the student trying

to get academic credit for the job. However, on those occasions

that the suggestion seems legitimate staff contact is a prerequisite

,before proceeding.

Such.contact makes the student initiated po sition essentially

a "faculty contact:" This second means of securing participation

seems to us to.be pfeferable. Agencies are contacted.on their

potential for offering an internship position.' This Potential

inciudes,past internship participation, nature of'the position to

be offered, as ,well as personnel interest. The agency that has.\\

had experieuR in supervising interns is to-be highly recruited.'

3
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This quality.. above all others seems to be contributdry to a'Success-
.

ful internship experience. The supervision and use of an intern

in an agecy is an extremely difficult task e that is

ptovided best by someone with experience with interns Or by.someone

-who has previously been an intern.

Also of major concern are those agencies with positions that

are amenable (structurally) to interns. Certain political

experiences do not seem to be as appropriate for interns as others.

'We have found positions with political campaigns and private law

firms, while attractive .to the students, are especially difficult

to design. En the campaign organization the student is more likely

than not a-leg man or a paper schuffleri while the private law

firm finds. few tasks for which they will assign one not trained

in the law. We do not mean to sugpe8t that such internships

be sirst matically rejected, 'but rather that th4 development of

the pla ement be done with'care.

A t ird aspect of agency potential is -interest. This

,
character stic has been, seen to overcome problems of inexperience

in supervis :411 problems :off' positions not readily amenable to

the internship perience. The agency supervisor that is interested

in the program - -as an educational experience--is a very important

variable in the selection of placements. However, the supervisor

whose interest is motivated principally by7cheap labor needs"

is no"t to be highly considered in the placement selection.

A frequently asked question*by the student and the agericy

Supervisor is "how h money will be involved?" The student may

need financial ass stance--especially if the placement is during/

pie summer term when he or she ordinprily earns money for .school,.2.t

To ask the student to give up a summer job for an internship offering

'no or'litTle compensation is likely to be unsuccessful. On the

other hand, public agencies seldom budget money for intern programs

and such budgeting is of44A4questioned as unneeded.

Aside from offering the obvious solUtions--pay the student

or do not--there is one other alternative ipossible. Rather

than haviffg all the univerpity's worktudy students work on the

campus,(Oterris that qualify for work-study funds can be placed
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in an internship position and be coMpen'sated through the

university's resources. Often timesthese.funds will be matched

by the employing agency. The obvious shrtocomings of such -a program

are: (-L) university cooperation; and (2) those that do not qualify

for th work-study aid dan5 n'ot be aided..

he third method of securing an agency placement is by a

clearinghouse or third party agency. This agency approaches 24

the potential agency directly, secures a list of placements, and

then markets the list to the interested students and/or universities.

For their .services the clearinghouse agency will take'a small fee,

paid by the agency.

In concept the idea is good. However we. have encountered

several problems.- First, the clearinghouse jealously guards

contact with the agency making supervision more difficult.

Secondly, 'placement is almost totally controlled by the clearingilouse.

The academic screening process noted above is severely limited.

In sum, we feel that positions must be critically evaluated

before the initial placement. Experience in the internship program,

applicability of the positions to the internship's goals, and

personnel interest seem to be best evaluated directly by the faculty

supervisor(s) not `the student or a clearinghouse organization.

Academic Supervision: One ofthe most important issues

to be considered in developing the internship is the method of

supervising the intern. This general issue breeds several more

specific questions that constitutes the supervision issue: ,hol4

should the intern supervisor be credited for his effort; who should

supervipe the various intern positions; and what means should be'

used in the supervision.

The intern supervisor(s) face an enormous amount of work and

effortin developing and maintaining the program. In most cases'

such an effort.pays off in academic credits that can be used to

tify "released time" for the supervisor. However, even in

those cases there is a lag time problem. We have found that

the bulk ofc'the effort occurs, before the placement. The

contacts with the agency, the screening of the students, and the

internal paper work at the university Occurs from one to two

. 00014
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.
'terms prior to the placement. Unless the staff member is given

,permanent released time to function in'this role,probiems of

time - arise.

Apart from the.issue of how such "crediting" is done (if'

at all) the question of who should supervise the various interns

is important. For example, in the last year-we have placed

students with private law firms, county attorney's,offices, the

Minnesota state legislature, the St. Paul Consumer Protection e

Office, the-St. Paul Planning Office, and the St. Paul Police

Departmedt. One individual is hard pressed to have an expertise

in all of these areas. Thus, does the intern supervisor farM,the

student oCt to the appropriate faculty person or assume the Super-
,

vision himself? If the former, does the supervisor receive the

released

only one

an issue

The

time or'the various faculty members? The'issue is not

of good academic superyision and program development, but

also of faculty morale.

third question related to academic supervision is ,

"what instrument, methodology, etc. can or, should be used to

evaluate the student?" Personal supervisory visits, conversations

With the students and agency supervisors, as well as written

assignments are often used. Good preparatory efforts as well as

meekly on-campus seminars can also be used, to assist in this most

difficult task. :In .short, the,meansby which studehts are eval-
.

uated in the internship.experience is an issue that deserves more

' than passing attention. Who does thee-valuation and how it is

done are important,qUestions not easily resalved.

-Multi-Unit Programs: -A final organizational question is 4

especially important for smaller departments.` Is a position with

the 'city budget office 'a political science posItion, a position

for an economics student, or perhaps one .for an accounting student'

The issue may not-be important until other departments begin to

develop an internship program. However, with success comes dup-

,..r0,tion.- In order to resolve the issue before it becomes a problem

:the multi-departmehtal organization ettucute,might be proposed.

For example, the ,ocial ,cience In4rnship Program incorporating

political science, economics, sociology, geography, and perhaps
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business administration might be suggestede The arguments over

whose' department administers. the Placement,' as well'as more

effective utilization of staff resources are'clear advantages

Of such a multi-departmental organization. The obvious short-
.

coining is the appropriateness of economists monitoring political

science students working for the state bureau of the budget.

Yet another multi-unit approach could involvi4cooperative

efforts, between, universities. gather than crossing disciplinary

lines, several schools in proximity to one another may pool their

resources and offer a joint internship program that is alternatively

monitored and supported by,,the'participating institutions: .The

'issues of intern supervision, program funding., and credit -grade

assignments are potential,problems that must,be'addregsed.',
The advantages and disadvantages, of multi-unit organization§

can be eaiily listed. To reconcile the seeming irreconciliable

consequences is another matter. However, we do .feel lhat.an

individual department's own situation will dictate what if any

of -these alternatives, will be considered'.

V. Summation and Conclusions

As important as any thesis discussed above is the recognition

that the internship- program can be more than a job-training program.

Quite the Contrary, we feel the internship can complement and

enhance-tile classroom experiende. Clearly the program should be

carefully organized and administered to maximize the benefits

of theprogram. However by considering the issues and questions

noted above we believe that such a broad based program can be

achieved.

,Aside,from the academic'contributions of the internship/pro-
,.

gram noted abdve certain community service and research opportunities

can be ad.1.*ced.by 'such a program. In developing programs'admin-
,

istrative personnel and community4leaders will be approached and

introdUcedero not only the internship program but the departmental

and university program. Such an orientation,many times establishes

research and community service oniacts that Can be used in
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other ,departmental programs. Community leader's functioning as

classroom speakers, as representatives.-on departmental. advisory
.

committees, as. 'well as offering access to community facilities.

and*progrp.ms can :all act as spinoffs from the internship program:

In sum, the politi41 internship can be.a very important

tool in adepartment's prdgram offerings. A earefully designed

and.administered prOgram, One that has carefully considered

the department's goals as well as resource constraints, can
" 6

coMplement.-classroom activities far more than by just offering'

"!job-training." Likewise, the internship program offers the

staff the opportunity to more closely relate to community officials

thus, affording the staff additional research and community

ervice oppotiunities.

t 4

L.P. COokingham,
P. Murphy's
Development
1973)
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